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STARS FS

Indirect tax compliance outsourcing solution (FS sector)

STARS FS is a technology-enabled
outsourcing solution specifically
developed by PwC for indirect tax
(ITX) compliance for the financial
services (FS) sector.

Centralised outsourcing delivery
model with one point of contact
for ITX compliance reporting across
multiple jurisdictions.

STARS FS

Client portal access to monitor ITX
reporting status and bespoke data
analytics for insights on ITX profile
at an entity level or group level.

Using technology to automate
manually intensive tasks previously
performed by in-house finance teams
(i.e. data extraction) and inherently
reduce costs/risks associated with
ITX compliance.
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Your key indirect tax compliance challenges

Communication

Internal resources
• In-house finance team with
limited FS ITX expertise across
multiple countries
• Extraction and cleansing of raw
transactional data
• Time spent providing data to
multiple outsourcing providers
across multiple countries
• Manual intervention to
determine input tax deduction
• Time spent reconciling
transactions with accounts

• Multiple lines of communication
with various outsourcing providers in
multiple countries
• Different time zones can cause delays
in relation to urgent queries
• Limited access to local country FS ITX
specialists for ad-hoc queries
• Foreign tax office language barriers
• Decentralised monitoring of
legislation changes can lead to delays
in implementation

Processes

Reporting

•
•
•
•
•

• Limited visibility of mandatory ITX reporting
obligations, deadlines and ITX position across
multiple countries
• No access to data analytics to identify potential
risks or anomalies in transactional data
• Anxiety or concerns about criminal or civil
penalties imposed for non-compliance in
various countries

Technically complex
Manually intensive
Limited review/risk controls
Outdated process guides
Non-standardised process and
delivery model due to multiple
outsourcing providers
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Our solution to your key indirect tax compliance challenges
Internal resources
•
•
•
•

FS ITX centre of excellence located at PwC Luxembourg (FS ITX CoE)
Multiple country ITX compliance is performed by FS ITX specialists at our FS ITX CoE
Data extraction and cleansing performed by FS ITX CoE covering multiple countries
Simple and quick calculation of input tax deduction and reconciliations

Processes
•
•
•
•

Standardised outsourcing process and delivery model covering multiple countries
Optimisation of input tax deduction ratio (i.e. partial exemption/pro-rata calculation)
Bespoke reporting functionality to improve risk / review controls per country
Systematic review of returns by FS ITX specialist

Reporting
•
•
•
•

Visibility of reporting obligations and deadlines in multiple countries via client portal dashboard
Intuitive graphical reporting tools for high-level visual analysis and progress status of returns
Bespoke data analytics to identify potential risks or anomalies in transactional data
Detailed reporting functionality to query specific transactions

Communication
•
•
•
•
•

One point of contact for ITX compliance across multiple countries
Sharing market knowledge and best practice to improve governance and processes
Legislative changes proactively communicated and implemented
Liaising with local tax authorities in native language to expedite queries or audits
Access to FS ITX specialists at our FS ITX CoE for assistance with ad-hoc queries across multiple countries
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Adding value through technology

Global overview of
all ITX compliance
obligations, breakdown
of ITX position per
country and return
status at an entity level.

Bespoke data analytical
and exceptions testing
functionality to identify
risks or opportunities
to optimise input tax
deductibility.

Dashboard layout and
content can be tailored
to present data and
graphical reporting
depending on client
preferences.

Locate specific
returns or underlying
transactional data
quickly using intuitive
filtering functionality.
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Why PwC?

1
2
3
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People

Process

Our aim is to provide you with the right technical expertise, match
your requirements and leverage our knowledge of your business to bring
added-value solutions as your trusted business partner. Our dedicated
ITX professionals located in our Luxembourg FS ITX CoE are sepcifically
trained and focused on the FS sector.

We offer a “one-stop-shop” outsourcing solution by coordinating and
delivering your cross-border ITX compliance obligations from our FS ITX
CoE based in Luxembourg.
We deploy a standardised outsourcing process and delivery model to ensure
reporting and deliverables have the same “look and feel” regardless of the
local reporting jurisdiction.

Communication

Technology

Having a single point of contact (FS ITX expert), client portal access
and bespoke data analytics will ensure robust and transparent lines of
communication are maintained.

Our proprietary technology has been specifically developed for the FS
sector.
We understand that “one size does not fit all”. Our technology is flexible
and can be tailored to your specific needs.
Using technology to “work smarter” means that your in-house team can
reduce manual tasks, mitigate risk and focus on value-added activities.
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Let’s discuss how we can work together
+352 49 48 48 2044

Stéphane Rinkin
FS ITX Compliance Leader

stephane.rinkin@lu.pwc.com

As FS ITX compliance leader, my responsibility will be to ensure that the quality
and performance of our FS ITX compliance outsourcing solution is maintained and
reviewed on continuous basis. Along with my 20 years of experience working with
global companies to manage their international ITX compliance obligations, I also
bring a wealth of knowledge on how innovative technology and outsourcing solutions
can be utilised to optimise ITX compliance processes in the FS sector.
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www.pwc.lu
PwC Luxembourg
2, rue Gerhard Mercator
B.P. 1443,
L-1014 Luxembourg

PwC Luxembourg (www.pwc.lu) is the largest professional services firm in Luxembourg with 2,700 people employed from 58
different countries. PwC Luxembourg provides audit, tax and advisory services including management consulting, transaction,
financing and regulatory advice. The firm provides advice to a wide variety of clients from local and middle market entrepreneurs to
large multinational companies operating from Luxembourg and the Greater Region. The firm helps its clients create the value they
are looking for by contributing to the smooth operation of the capital markets and providing advice through an industry-focused
approach.
The PwC global network is the largest provider of professional services in the audit, tax and management consultancy sectors. We’re a
network of independent firms based in 157 countries and employing over 223,000 people. Talk to us about your concerns and find out
more by visiting us at www.pwc.com and www.pwc.lu.
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